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Introducing UltraTec™
featuring our new Cam & 1/2
Performance System**
.

UltraTec
Axle to axle: 37 1⁄2”
Brace height: 7 3⁄8”
I.B.O Speed: 308 fps†

Sims® Limb Savers

New Sealed
Ball Bearings
Top & Bottom

Tighter tolerance, less
friction, more consistent
in varying conditions
and never needs
lubricating

TEC Riser Design

No Timing: Both cams work together rather than

independently so they are always in time
Cam Symmetry: The top and bottom cam

are symmetrical providing for level nock travel and perfect
bow symmetry

Extremely strong yet
lightweight. Eliminates
noise, reduces shock and
provides a more accurate
shooting platform

Hoyt’s Self-Aligning
Yoke System

Ensures continuous,
perfect cam alignment

Extreme Speeds: The new Cam & 1/2
Performance System is faster than any bow we’ve ever built in excess of 330 fps on particular models
Low Vibration: The Cam & 1/2 design reduces
vibration and is extremely smooth on the draw and the release

Some shooters love one cam.
Other shooters love two cams.

Looks like everyone

will love Cam & 1/2.
Cam Attributes

No Timing
Low Vibration
Speed
Solid Wall
Level Nock Travel
Cam Symmetry
Quiet
Low Maintenance
Forgiving

Two-Cam

•
••
••
•
•••
•••
•
•
••

New Thinner
Ergonomic Grip
Design

Ensures proper grip position
and minimizes torque

Single-Cam Cam & 1/2

•••
•••
••
•••
•
•
•••
••
•

•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••

New Pro Cable
Guard Glide

Reduces string wear
and friction

Stainless Steel
Stabilizer Bushing

3/4” Split Limb
Technology

“The consistency, forgiveness,
and tunability of Hoyt’s new
Cam & 1/2 is incredible.”
- Dave Cousins,
World Champion;
17 World Records

Most durable limb on
the market. 3/4” design
provides for the best
lateral and torsional
stability of any limb in
the industry

Dual Locking
Pocket System

Tightest tolerance pocket
in the industry

New Stealth
Draw Dampener

Provides for a whisper
quiet draw

www.hoytusa.com

**Patent pending. †I.B.O. speeds based on 70 lb. 30” draw.
For performance based on your setup, see your Hoyt dealer.
(Bow manufactured under one or more of the following
patent numbers: 5,682,871; 5,720,267; 4,957,094)
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Editorial
No News is Good News at AFm
What makes Archery Focus magazine unique is that it is not a news magazine. There are no events covered, no scores posted, no people profiled. It’s
not that we don’t think these things are of interest and important to archery,
it’s just that Archery Focus was created to be an educational magazine. Our
editorial policy has always been that every article should help you become a
better archer, regardless of your chosen style of archery.
For the past six plus years, Archery Focus has been “The Official
Magazine of the National Archery Association.” The arrangement was that
the NAA got six pages of magazine space for their information and provided
AFm to each of their members as a benefit of NAA membership. Great for
the NAA members, they got AFm plus Nock-Nock, the NAA’s newsletter.
But, why should the NAA provide two publications to its members? Why
should the NAA publish six pages in a privately owned magazine? This was
an old arrangement that no longer makes any sense.
The News is Good at USA Archery
So, come July, NAA members will receive their first copy of USA Archery
magazine. The (really) “Official Magazine of the National Archery Association.” It will replace both Nock-Nock and the NAA’s six pages in Archery
Focus. USA Archery will cover NAA events, results, provide people profiles,
and special features. It will come out every two months and be provided as
part of the NAA membership. We can highly recommend it. How is that,
you ask, since the first issue hasn’t come out yet? Well, we got the inside
scoop—Satchmo Productions, the team that brings you Archery Focus magazine will be producing USA Archery magazine for the NAA. USA Archery
will be wholly owned by the NAA and the Editor is Mary Beth Vorwerk, the
NAA’s Communications Director. We’ve got a great team and we’re confident you’re going to find it a great magazine.
You Can Have It Both Ways
But what about Archery Focus? If you’re an NAA member, this is your last
issue of AFm as a benefit of NAA membership, so you’ll need to subscribe in
order to continue to receive AFm. You can use the coupon that came with
this (your last) issue, or go to www.archeryfocus.com, or call ...
Don’t miss an issue of the best educational archery magazine on the planet.
If you’re not an NAA member, you’ll continue to get Archery Focus and
you’ll get a postcard to remind you when it’s time to renew. And, if USA
Archery magazine sounds like something you’d like to read, you can get it by
joining the NAA—there’s an application on page 31.

Founding Publishers
Yoshi Komatsu
Rick McKinney
Denise Parker
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Chris Shull

The Elite Archer

One Year Later . . .
Due to the popularity of Chris Shull’s articles about
his and Guy Kruger’s trip to Korea (see the last
three issues), we asked him what the effect of his
training in Korea has been one year after returning.
This is what he sent us. Ed.
They say “hind sight is twenty-twenty” and, as the
one year anniversary of my trip to Korea nears, I
would like to share with you a few revelations. The
year 2002 took me to Croatia, Turkey, Germany,
and Thailand, giving me plenty of opportunity to
put the new training to the test. Here’s what I’ve
learned.

F

First, you shouldn’t overdo technical form work
during the competitive season. I wanted to put
into practice everything I learned in Korea, right
away. The consequence of my zeal was that I was
still making changes in my form well into the
summer months. That was a big mistake.
During the competitive season shooting your
bow should feel like walking. It takes thousands
upon thousands upon thousands of arrows to
really get that sensation. Because I so badly
wanted to perfect my technique, I spent all of my
time trying to perfect this
angle or that, rather than
making use of what I had.
The price I paid was that
my shooting was inconsistent. I would be at the top
of the charts one week and
off the map the next. Lloyd Brown, my coach
here at the Olympic Training Center, has really
been drilling it into me that you can’t compete if

you are still thinking technically about your
shot. You have to be automatic, not controlling.
You have to let the repetition of practice take
over.
So, emphasize your technical development
in the fall and winter months, when there are
not any major competitions. I actually chose not
to compete indoors this year in order to expand
the time I had to drill things before I had to go
back to automated thinking for the outdoor season. I spent last September through January
shooting about 1500 arrows per week, almost
exclusively on blank bale. I drilled and drilled
and drilled, and it worked. Now that I’ve got my
shooting the way I want it, I can focus on tournament-like practice from March through
August, giving me the solid foundation necessary for predictable performance under pressure.

S

Second, I’ve learned that you’ll never outperform
your rivals, Korean or any other nationality, by
strictly trying to copy them. You’ll always be one
step behind. I just finished reading a book by
Bela Karoli, the famed Rumanian gymnastics
coach, about his development of Nadia
Comaneci. Mr. Karoli said
that as soon as his gymnasts began winning,
every other country tried
to copy his program. But
the copy cats never quite
caught up because the
Rumanians were always
coming up with improvements that the competitors could not keep pace
with. I think the same thing applies to my admiration for the Korean program. I can take the

“You’ll never outperform your rivals,
Korean or any other
nationality, by strictly
trying to copy them.”
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“I personally refuse to
step up to the shooting
line at a tournament
knowing that a single
person has trained
harder than me.”

best parts of what they do, the
technical quality of their form and
the volume of their training, and
combine that with an American
attitude
and
psychological
approach to the game. I have to be
innovative to pull ahead.
Now, if you remember from
my past articles, we shot anywhere
from six to ten hours a day in Korea. You will be prone
to use my statement, above, as an excuse to continue
with a less than adequate volume of practice. But don’t
be fooled, you really do need to shoot that much. The
more you train the better you absorb the affects of that
training. If you are not strong enough to shoot 300 quality arrows per day, you should be. If you are not that
strong, start lifting some weights and finding more practice time. I personally refuse to step up to the shooting
line at a tournament knowing that a single person has
trained harder than me. Don’t expect your goals to come
easily. The track and field team here at the OTC has a
great slogan. “Everybody wants to go to Heaven, but
nobody wants to die.” Everybody wants to win, but few
really want to pay the price necessary to do so.

guy was awesome, so I shot lights
out. We were tied with three
arrows left, but I won the match
and advanced to the top four.
Surprisingly, all the other Korean
archers had lost, as well, leaving
me as the highest ranked shooter
in the remaining top four. I
thought I had it made. A few easy
matches and I’d be on top of the podium. Instead, I shot
much lower scores in the next match, losing to a
European who shot much better than his average. Can
you see the trend? He took me seriously and shot well, I
took him lightly and shot poorly. I went on to finish
fourth. Rest assured that I have learned my lesson.

Finally, and maybe most importantly, I’ve learned that
the toughest matches to win aren’t those against the
archers you expect to have a tough fight with, but the
archers you expect to easily defeat. Susan Jackson and
Mihaly Cizkzentmihaly, in their book Flow in Sports,
describe something called the challenge-skills balance.
This principle, in short, says that you have to be challenged in order to bring out the best of your ability. This
is easy in a tough match. You know that you’ll need to do
your best to win, so you do that. Where you get in trouble is when you let yourself be complacent about a
match, effectively guaranteeing that you won’t shoot at

Chris Shull grew up in the ACE Archers club in
Columbus, Ohio, where he became the 1997 Junior
National Champion. After high school he ran away to
Texas A&M for college, where he won two Outdoor
Collegiate National Championships while enjoying the
best four years of his life. The two time United States
Archery Team member now lives, trains, and dreams of
Texas at the U.S. Olympic Training Center in San
Diego, California.

I

I hope you readers have learned something from my ramblings. The stuff that I’ve been writing about in this series
is the bread and butter of my training. I haven’t reached
my goals with this game just yet, but I’m getting there. I
hope by sharing my experience it will help you reach
yours.

F

“I have to be innovative
to pull ahead.”
your peak. Meanwhile, your inferior competitor is very
aware that he will need to shoot his best to win, increasing the likelihood that he will shoot his best. All of a sudden that competitor that you should have walked all over
is right on your heels. I learned this lesson the hard way
at the World University Championships in Thailand. I
won my first few matches, and was paired up against one
of the Korean archers in the quarter finals. I knew the

Here is Chris (far right) with his Pan American Team mates.
Photo Courtesy of the NAA.
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Jason Butler

Hunting Shots Are Rarely Target-Style Neat. Most Times You
Will Find Yourself Shooting by the Seat-of-Your-Pants

Offbeat Bow Shots
How nice it is to stand on a relaxed target range
and practice the somewhat complex action of shooting a bow. You can take your sweet time, work on
your form, stance, breathing, and aiming technique before each arrow. That’s good, it’s how you
build skill. That’s how you should practice a great
deal. But bowhunters rarely have it so good. Let me
explain.

Bowhunting

W

When is the last time you can remember being
able to transfer target-style neat shooting on a
real live bull elk or brute sized mule deer? Rarely
does perfect upright target-style shooting happen in the field. Wild animals can be particularly fickle. The closest you can probably come is
whitetail hunting in pre-arranged tree stands
where you can somewhat predict where a deer
will end up. Sometimes in such instances you
can draw and shoot like you would from a practice platform back home behind the shed.
Notice I said ‘sometimes,’ not always.
Even on fairly predictable animals like
whitetail deer, target-style shooting is anything
but guaranteed. Cagey whitetails can slip in
quiet as a cat and catch you
off guard in places you
don’t expect them to show
up. Hence, you’ve got to
raise up on your toes a
shade or bend at the knees
loosely to thread an arrow
into the 
-inch vital chest zone.
The deer is in the clear and
a r c h e r y
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the angle is good, all you have to do is pick up
the slack and make the shot happen.
If you’re a bowhunter who anticipates the
probable you’ve readied yourself for such situations because deep down you know this is no
exception to the rule. You’ve practiced such
moves and now feel confident in yourself and
your equipment and pleasantly proceed to make
the shot without juggling your decision for even
a second. Offbeat shooting? Sure. Unpractical
shooting? No way!

I

I’m convinced that most of the time bowhunters
have to “make” the shot happen. If you hunt and
wait for an animal to do exactly what you want
him to do before you release an arrow, then you
may be pale and gray before that ever transpires.
Bowhunters predictably have to force the
moment and strike when the striking is doable.
There’s a mindset to making this happen. Targetstyle shooting is typically far from “standard” in
a bowhunter’s world. If you want to maximize
your chances at bagging big game animals then
offbeat bow shots should come naturally.
So, do you pass on
such offbeat shots, scratch
your head and fuss about
it? Or do you turn imperfect shots into trophy takers by practicing them well
ahead of time? The best
bowhunters I know bank
on the latter and turn offbeat field shots (crouching,

f o c u s

various other hunting-style positions and you can group broadheads well this way. There seems
to be nothing out of the ordinary
for you shooting like this now. It’s
offbeat, sure, but far from not
being doable. It’s now standard.

twisting, leaning, cold, tired, hungry body) into double-lung hits.
These guys bring home the bacon.
They know full well to expect
these types of shots before they
ever get out of the truck.
No matter the game you
hunt, sooner or later you will find
yourself face-to-face with a shot
sequence that is anything but target-style neat. Should you be
overly anxious, contemplating
whether or not you can make it? I
say no, not in a million years. If
you’ve practiced target-style
shooting judiciously over the
spring and summer months then
you should have your basic shooting sequence down pat. Your shooting muscles are toned
and adequate, drawing the bow, bringing the pin to the
target, release techniques, follow through, etc. These
things are deeply controlled and ingrained.
But you have also incorporated offbeat practice shots
into your practice sessions. You’ve shot many hours
crouching, leaning, at upward and downward angles, and

T

This subject sometimes steps on
the toes of extremely conservative
bowhunters who say you should
only take those “perfect” shot
opportunities when bowhunting
or let the animal walk. I say, not
so fast. The biggest bull elk you’ve
ever laid eyes on is 30-yards away
in the clear. You’re crouched low
behind a bush and the only way
to get a shot is to lean your body forward a bit, plant one
knee and draw. The bull is nervous, but he hasn’t pinpointed you yet. You’ve practiced hard from your knees
as well as other offbeat releases. Do you let him walk? If
you haven’t practiced in such manner then probably so;
you’ll probably pull the arrow by a mile. But if you’ve
Continued on the Next Page
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classic, target-style upright stance. At other
times wild animals will
make this classic, targetstyle upright stance a
sheer
fairy
tale.
Understanding this fact
is the first piece of the
puzzle. The next piece is
deciding what you want
out of your animal
encounters. If holding
off for the target-style
shot floats your boat then neglect to practice any other
way. There’s nothing that says you have to.
If you decide that you want to ready yourself for an
offbeat shot should one fall in your lap, then you’ve got
to shoot unorthodox shooting positions on the range.
This takes completely thoughtful, regular shooting practice two to three times per week. Such diligent practice
usually captures your brain and body, so when an opportunity comes knocking, you’ll perform flawlessly. Offbeat
bow shots are par for the course on most hunts, so anticipate, practice, and be ready!

Continued from the Previous Page

come to expect shots like
this then this will be a
shot that you pull off
deliberately.
No bowhunter alive
should take low-percentage shots. But realize
this—a certain shot may
be low-percentage for
Bowhunter A because he
or she has never dwelled
on practicing that way.
Over here we have Bowhunter B who regularly shoots
this way and also other ways very similar to this and he
or she can draw, shoot, and hit a target this way with
ease. In essence, a “low-percentage” shot for me may be
“high-percentage” for you. Know what I mean?
In my mind you must anticipate, practice, and master shooting methods and styles that greatly exceed “target-style neat” if you want to be a serious bowhunter
with maximum odds of bagging game. Every bowhunter
will differ in this manner about what is acceptable and
what is not in his/her personal shooting regimen and
skill level. That’s nature. But with controlled, timely,
deliberate practice you can learn to control and master
offbeat shots in a complex variety of circumstances. In
turn you significantly increase your chances at filling
your game tags.

F

For the sake of being thorough let’s vent over what we’ve
covered. At times a bowhunter can shoot game from a

Jason Butler is a freelance outdoor
writer and photographer who lives in
Richmond, VA. As much as Jason likes
writing about the outdoors, he’d rather
be there.
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Compound Tech 200

Steve Ruis

The PSE
Shooter’s School
The PSE Shooter’s School was conducted by Master
Coach George Chapman (see photo at right), assisted by his wife, Patti, and local PSE Staff Shooter
Tex Musser. The atmosphere was relaxed and informal throughout the school. About a dozen archers
showed up for the weekend session. The focus of the
school is on compound bow archers, but all archers
are welcome and George has enough experience to
cover every style of archery.
Friday Afternoon
Most of Friday afternoon’s session involved video
taping the archers as they arrived. After a few
warm-up shots, each of us was videoed four
ways—
• from the side, full
• from the side, with a close-up of our release
hands
• from the side, with a close-up of our bow
hands
• from above
The “above” shots were done with the aid of a
suspended mirror.
After videoing, each archer was able to go
over what was video taped with George. We all
listened to his comments whether they were
directed at us or not. One of the most significant
for me came when one shot went on for a particularly long time. George talks about your “shot
window” in time. It usually lasts from  to  seconds beginning with the draw and ending with
the followthrough. During that whole time you
are exerting energy and your body is under stress.
Consequently, you are getting weaker, and weaker, as the seconds tick off through your shot window. According to George, misses come more
frequently the deeper into the window you get.
a r c h e r y
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After about  seconds come what he calls “hope
shots,” because they are firmly based on “hope”
(and not much else) at that point. He suggests
that we not waste the strongest part of our shot.
Don’t rush, but don’t dawdle either.
He also recommends taking time between
shots for your muscles to recover. We can’t take
the full estimated - seconds necessary for full
muscle recovery, but some recovery time means
that the next shot window will begin with something near your full strength. For five and six
arrow ends, this seems like excellent advice.
There seemed to be an unending stream of
archery wisdom as the afternoon progressed.
Here are some examples—
• You need good shoes (sturdy boots) for good
stability in your stance.
• You have to stay with the shot until “it happens.”
• Archers with no eye dominance have to close
their “off eye” or use a patch, because when
the shooting eye tires, you will switch to the
other.

f o c u s

“make
just
one
change at a time.”
Otherwise
it
is
impossible to evaluate
the change. And, if
the change is in your
form, George emphasized that “We are
always dealing with muscle memory. Any change, at first
will feel uncomfortable.” It takes typically - days of
practice to make a habit and - days to retrain muscle memory.
Your Equipment George started this segment with
“I’m not an engineer …” which got a laugh. His point
was if he couldn’t answer a question, he would get an
answer to us quickly. He also told us that, “This is not a
PSE brainwashing session; we are just trying to support
archery in every way we can.” With the precaution that
it was important to “mold your equipment to you, not
you to your equipment,” he began with the basics of
compound bows (straight, deflexed, reflexed risers, and
extreme reflexed risers, cams and wheels, etc. He then
gave us the recipe for a “forgiving bow.” The objective of
a target shooter is to have the most forgiving bow possible. The “forgiveness” is of the mistakes we make while

• When your bow
feels really comfortable, measure
and record both
draw and holding
weight. That’s
what makes a bow
comfortable.
• Good eye follow through is an important aspect of
the shot.
• Spend -% of your practice time shooting with
your eyes closed, working on the feel of your shot.
Saturday
Saturday’s time was class time! We started with his
ground rules, which were basically that there were none.
“If you have a question, ask it.” He would adjust the curriculum to handle the topics that we indicated were most
important. He also indicated that he was going to go at
our pace and not just tear through his preset curriculum.
In other words he customizes the curriculum to fit the
participants.
Schools such as this energize the participants to
make wholesale changes in the equipment, form, attitudes, practice routines, everything. He cautioned us to

Continued on the Next Page
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LIGHTEST, STRONGEST, MOST ACCURATE SIGHT
NO-LOCK DESIGN
MICRO-ADJUSTABLE (.002” INCREMENTS)
STANDARD: 1 PIECE MILLED EXTENSION,
3 AXIS LEVELING, OFFSET BRACKET Check out our dealer locator at:
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C.S. Gibbs Corporation
100 Quality Lane • Versailles, IN 47042
phone 812/689-9926 • fax 812/689-9927

either.” He went on to
shooting the bow.
say that few people have
A forgiving bow has—
the basic “equipment” to
a high brace height, a
be true champions. He
deflexed riser, a long axlewasn’t talking about bows
to-axle length, and round
and arrows, but desire,
wheels. All of which is a
focus, concentration, and
recipe for “slow.” The
other mental attributes.
high brace height gets the
The accuracy of your shot
arrow off the string as
is directly dependent on
soon as possible because
the longer it is on the string, the longer you have to dis- your level of physical fitness and your mental preparedtort its path. The deflexed riser gives you the possibility ness is directly correlated with your commitment to your
of the high brace height. The long axle-to-axle length cre- nutrition and physical strength.
The Mental Game Regarding the mental game
ates a minimum of nock/finger pinch at full draw. The
round wheels keep you from getting tired during a long George said that “confidence is the best tool you can
shoot! Bows are seldom more than % efficient (that is have.” When you go to the line, there should be no
they impart only about % of their stored energy to the doubt the arrows are going into the spot—this is true
arrow, the rest goes into friction, sound, etc.) and all of confidence. Much of the rest he felt was window dressthe energy in the bow was put into it by the archer. The ing. “I believe in positive archery,” said George, “think
basic rule is energy in = energy out (and % of what you about what it takes to shoot in the middle, never why
put in is wasted). You have to work much harder to draw you aren’t.”
Practice George thinks that we need to practice in
a radical cam bow that a round wheel bow and that can
the morning, at noon, in the evening and not just “after
result in fatigue during a long shoot.
The current craze for arrow speed in which bows sell work.” You don’t want to practice just when you are
or don’t based on how high their speed numbers rate has tired. You need to have a plan for practice and not just
lead to distortions in the industry. As an example he fling arrows. His byword as an archer was, “Practice your
noted that all bow companies sell their bows with 1⁄2 to 11⁄2 weaknesses until they are your strengths.”
George also has a target panic cure/routine, in outinch of extra draw length as extra draw length makes for
extra speed. Speed has little to do with accuracy and line it is:
accuracy is what wins tournaments and gathers deer and . no shooting in competition
. first, shoot  arrows a day for two weeks with your
elk.
eyes closed
Regarding arrows, George stated, “Spine is critical. It
has more to do with guiding your arrow than all of the . then, shoot  arrows a day for two weeks with your
eyes open (no sight)
other factors combined.” In an answer to a question
. then, shoot  arrows a day
regarding arrow fletching he relatfor two weeks with your sight
ed the experiments Easton
using a large circle aperture at a
Archery did that indicated that
 inch target face at a reasonably
fletching arrows “straight,” that is
close distance
parallel to the shaft, was inferior to
. through . continue shooting
straight and offset - degrees or
 arrows a day in two weeks
helical. The group sizes for
increments while reducing the size
straight-offset and helical were the
of the target or moving back
same although the helical fletched
incrementally.
arrows were slightly slower.
If you can’t shoot that many
Goals After all of the equiparrows a day, it just takes longer.
ment talk George jumped to a
When you are “cured” you will
topic that is about as far from
always be like an alcoholic, you
equipment and tuning as you can
will always be “recovering” from
get—goals. He started by saying,
“You won’t start achieving your Here’s the training team, George and Patti Chapman target panic because you were susgoals until you commit to them in front. In the back from right to left—Tex Musser ceptible to it in the first case.
There was a great deal more I
and make a plan. You don’t build a and his wife Linda. Next to them is Mike Woltering,
the owner of Wilderness Archery and sponsor of the
house without a plan . . . you can’t workshop. If it weren’t for dedicated shop owners like don’t have space to tell you about.
be an excellent archer without one Mike, we wouldn’t have these schools available to us.
a r c h e r y
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We spent the better part of
the day shooting and tuning.

Sunday
If you are a bow mechanic or
want to learn how to work on
your own bow, the Sunday session is for you. On Sunday we
all took our bows through
George’s “Super Tuning” procedure. You can read all about
it
in
“Super
Tuning
Compound Bows for Release
Shooters” in Vol. , No.  of
This Magazine. The procedure
he uses now is identical to that procedure save that he
favors a slightly higher nocking point now.
All of the tools were provided including a jig to
check wheel timing at full draw, a professional bow vise,
a bow press, laser alignment tool, whew! Tex Musser was
instrumental in keeping us all busy here. I learned that
you can adjust brace height by changing the cables and
string. If you use cables and a string that are  inch longer
than at present, you will have a brace height near that
much lower. There is a trade off, though, because the
bow is a closed system. Longer cables means that the
limbs start out less bent that they previously would be
(called limb pre-bend or pre-load). Since the draw stroke
is unchanged by the cable-string swap, you lose draw
weight. Similar changes to shorter cables and strings will
give higher brace heights with correspondingly higher
draw weight ranges.

Conclusion
This is a very worthwhile
school for compound bow/
release shooters. I learned a
great deal. One of the participants learned so much ten
years ago he came back to see
what further improvements in
his game could be made!
We also came away with a PSE ball cap! Thanks,
George! But I am more grateful for a weekend school
chock-a-block full of great ideas that I can’t wait to start
implementing. You can get more information about the
locations and costs of the PSE Shooter’s School on the
PSE website, www.pse-archery.com. George Chapman’s
email is coach@pse-archery.com and phone is ...

Steve Ruis lives and shoots in Grass Valley, California.
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Lanny Bassham

A r e Yo u M i s s i n g
S o m e Essential Ing redients
i n Yo u r M e n t a l S y s t e m?
Okay, you are packing up for your next competition.
Let’s see, do you have everything you need to shoot
well? You make a quick equipment check. Yep, your
set up is good and you’ve got all your gear. Let’s look
at form next. You’re ready in that department as
well, “I wouldn’t change a thing.” You think, “So,
why am I still worried about how I’m going to do
this weekend? Something’s missing and I don’t know
what it is.”

Mental Skills

W

What’s missing may be the confidence that your
mental control system is as complete as the other
parts of your game. Perhaps the first place to look
in determining if you have all the parts of your
mental system is to find out if you have a mental
system. What is a mental system?
A mental system is a defined, practiced
method of training the mind to perform well in
competition. I’ll give you an example. The system
I use and teach is called the Mental Management® System. Here is a definition—
Mental Management® is the process of improving the probability of having a consistent mental performance under pressure, on demand. It
includes controlling the mental processes that
lead to a winning performance.
A winning mental performance, in my opinion,
is primarily a function of the development and
control of three mental processes; The Conscious
Mind – your thoughts, The Sub-conscious – your
skills and the Self Image – your attitudes and
habits. The essential ingredients for a winning
mental system should include methods to control
and enhance your three mental processes.

H

How can you know if you have a good mental
management system? First, determine the capaa r c h e r y
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bilities of each of the three mental processes to
determine if they complement each other and are
appropriate to your goals and priorities. For
example, if you are picturing winning a certain
competition (Conscious process), is your skill
level (Subconscious process) equal to the task,
and is it like you (Self Image process) to achieve

“Remember, no one can
defeat you when your
mental processes are in
balance unless . . . ”
it? When your mental processes are balanced and
working together, a good technical performance
seems easy. When the three processes are balanced you love to shoot and you shoot well with
little mental effort. If, however, one of these
processes is out of balance you will likely find
much frustration in your shooting and you will
expend a lot of mental energy just to get through
the event.
If you discover that you are out of balance,
your mental system should have specific strategies
to correct the imbalance by managing the
processes. That’s why it is called Mental
Management®. Ideally, next you would try to
increase the effectiveness of all of the processes
while keeping them in balance.

L

Let’s look at some examples. If you look like
Figure  you are in balance. I call this the Triad
State. When I won my Gold Medal in the
Olympics I was in the Triad State. Consciously I
was focused on the process of shooting each shot.

f o c u s

My Subconscious skill level
was good enough to allow me
to have a winning performance
and I had the Self Image attitude that it was like me to win
1 the Gold Medal.
When we first begin
shooting it is likely that we will look like Figure . We
have to think about everything Consciously because we
have little Subconscious skill. Our
2
Self Image tells us that we are
“beginners” and we do not have a
high expectation of success.
Shooting may seem difficult.
Remember those first days when
you had to think about all of the
elements of form because few, if any, were automated by
your Subconscious mind. Coaches often bring shooters
into balance by taking “baby steps” in form acquisition,
learning one form process at a time and then when it is
subconsciously automated move on to the next. If we
practice properly the Subconscious circle will grow.
In my experience most imbalanced shooters look like
Figure . The Subconscious circle has balanced out with
the Conscious because the shooter is training the
Subconscious through practice. Have you ever had this
thought? “I know my form is
good. My training scores are
high, but they drop in competition. I am losing too many
points to mental inconsisten- 3
cy.” If so, chances are good
that you look like Figure . You are not managing the
growth of your Self-Image. The Self Image grows
through positive imprinting. Shooting a lot can cause it
to shrink if we are getting or picturing a lot of “nontens.” Every time we think about, talk about, or write
about shooting a ten our Self Image grows. But, every
time we think about, talk about, or write about a bad
shot our Self Image shrinks. Your ability to control the
growth of your Self Image is directly related to your discipline in avoiding negative
imprinting. Think only about what
you wish to see happen. Avoid any
non-ten imprinting and your Self
Image will grow. Otherwise, you
sabotage yourself, your Self Image
shrinks, and your score suffers.
4
Figure  illustrates a loss of
Conscious focus. Have you ever felt

distracted while shooting? If so, you might draw your circles this way. The loss of focus is a common mental error
and your mental system must include elements to hold
your focus on performance while shooting. A common
error is to think about your score while aiming. One
solution for this problem is to run a mental program. A
mental program is a practiced planned sequence of mental activity that controls your
Conscious mind while shooting. We will look at that technique in detail in a future
article.
Look at Figure . Here
you see a Self Image circle
that is too large. This shooter
is overconfident. The shooter 5
has stopped learning and is
susceptible to the false idea that he need not continue to
grow as a shooter. Normally this shooter is taken to the
cleaners by a junior in a big competition. That usually
gets his attention. The best solution is not to reduce the
Self Image but to grow the Conscious and Subconscious
circles by returning to a learning mode.

T

The key point is to learn to balance your mental processes. If you can determine that one process is smaller than
the others you know where to put your effort. If you are
frustrated, you are out of balance. Remember, no one can
defeat you when your mental processes are in balance
unless you meet a shooter who has larger circles and is
also in balance. In future installments we will look at specific ways for you to build these mental processes and
increase the size of your circles.

Lanny Bassham is an Olympic
Coach and an Olympic Gold
Medalist. He is a member of the
Olympic Shooting Hall of Fame,
ranks third among all shooters in
total international medal count
for the USA and is one of the most
respected mental trainers in the
world. His book With Winning
in Mind and his Mental
Management® concepts are used
and endorsed by Olympian and
World Champion archers. You can reach him at ...
or at www.lannybassham.com.
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Mental Management is a registered term, owned by Lanny Bassham. It is a violation of federal law to use the
term in any form without permission from the owner. All rights are reserved.

“Think only about
what you wish to
see happen.”

Video Review
Straight Talk from the Pros
A common misconception is that champion archers
I had observed Jerry Carter discussing release shooting and
teaching people how to correctly use one of his releases for quite have risen to that position by sheer talent alone. In the
some time, so I asked him to write an article about shooting a video, Jim Despert tells us this certainly wasn’t the case for
release aid for the magazine. His response was a blink and a him. By his own admission he started out as a very average
wry little smile which I translated as “What are you, nuts? I’d archer, and it’s only been with a tremendous amount of
rather have a root canal than have to write a magazine arti- hard work and dedication that he has attainted the success
cle!” What he really said was, “I am making a video. Wait he enjoys today. I’m very grateful to Jim for his admission,
until the video comes out.” The next time I asked him to write because that may mean there is hope for me yet, as I sit
squarely in the average archer category.
an article about shooting a release aid
A common thread running throughfor the magazine (I am nothing if not
out the video is the importance of shooting
persistent.), he blinked and with a
an unanticipated shot. This is not an intuquizzical smile slapped a copy of
itive concept for beginners and Jim Despert
“Straight Talk from the Pros” into my
does an admirable job explaining it. Jeff
hand. Here is Steve Ross’s review of this
Button points out that when archers start
great resource. Ed.
having difficulty with the release aid they
My first thought after watching
have a tendency to make the trigger lighter
this video was, “If only I had seen this
and lighter in trigger pressure. Jeff makes
a few years ago.” Back then I was desthe case for this being exactly what you
perate for information as to how to
don’t want to do. He recommends adding
shoot a release aid properly. It has
weight to the release trigger, forcing yourtaken me a long time to piece togethself to commit and pull through the shot.
er what is now contained in one Michele Ragsdale also describes why a
minute video. “Straight Talk From the
heavy trigger is what she prefers and how
Pros” is the definitive video on how to
that can help in keeping target panic at bay.
properly shoot a release aid with a
Though the emphasis of the video is
compound bow, featuring some of the
on release aids, it offers much more. Terry
best archers in the world. As a bonus,
and Michele Ragsdale discuss the importhese champions also discuss shot exetance of draw length and how to make your
cution, bow arm position, and share
aim steadier. Michael Braden talks about
training tips.
his push/pull shot execution and his bow
The video presents top-level
arm position. Dave Cousins shares a
archers discussing how they overcame
Straight Talk From the Pros
strength training tip that will help you aim
severe problems and setbacks early in
VHS Format,  minutes
better.
their careers. Dee Wilde tells how his
Available from Carter Enterprises
While the pros’ “Straight Talk” is interson, Reo ( Indoor World
..
esting,
it’s even more exciting to watch
Champion), had target panic so bad
www.carterenterprises.com
them shoot. The video contains over 
he couldn’t draw a bow without firing
it uncontrollably. George Ryals relates how he licked his minutes of the best compound archers practicing their
target panic using a pure back tension release and proper craft. Featured archers include Dave Cousins, Jeff Hopkins,
training. Ryals also discusses why he now uses a release with Michelle and Terry Ragsdale, Dee Wilde, Dean Pridgen,
a trigger. Terry Ragsdale shares a story of wife Michelle, and George Ryals, to name a few.
Although the video was partially produced by a certain
who came down with target panic during a major indoor
shoot. With a modification to her release (stiffer trigger well-known release maker, I didn’t find the material to be
pressure) she was able to continue and do well in the event. biased as a result. Its goal as stated on the box is to “. . . help
It’s the opinion of these experts that these kinds of prob- you be the best archer you can be,” and to that end I think
Steve Ross
lems can be avoided altogether if the release aid is shot it succeeds admirably.
properly to begin with.
a r c h e r y
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Guy Gerig

Infinitie Riser
& Synergy Limbs
I’ve been a long time Sky supporter and have
competed as far as the finals for the 1996 and
 Olympic teams shooting a Sky Conquest.
In my opinion, it was the smoothest bow that
I’ve had the pleasure of shooting. I have been
hard to convince that any of the latest bows I’ve
shot had anything over my Sky, which I would
look to as my “Old Faithful” when it came time
to compete. That is, until I picked up my W&W
Infinite.
The first Win & Win
bow that intrigued me was
the Exfeel, with its sexy lines
and lack of shock and
noise. I knew Win & Win
was stepping in the right
direction with their bows
then. And, with Sky
Archery closing its doors, it
was time to make a decision. I was leaning toward
the Exfeel when I saw an ad
introducing the Infinite
riser and Synergy limbs.
The first time I was
able to get one in my hands
was at the East Region Indoor National’s in
Virginia. I had shot the first  round with Old
Faithful and grabbed the display Infinite from
GreaTree’s booth. GreaTree distributes W&W
products from their business in Manchester, CT.
I took the Infinite riser and a set of Synergy limbs

that were two inches longer and eight pounds
lighter than the ˝,  pounders I was using and
went to the practice room at James Madison
University and shot about  arrows. I half tuned
the bow with my backup cushion plunger, a
string borrowed from my dad, and back-up stabilizer rods and sight while shooting those 
arrows. My arrows were nowhere close to being
fully tuned, but they were landing where aimed.
The smooth feeling was undeniable so I asked
Jim Park of GreaTree if I could use the display
bow to shoot the second day’s round. He was
gracious enough to indulge me. My first 
arrows of that round scored . I was hooked.
I’ve been shooting with the Infinite and Synergy
combination since.

A

At first glance, the sleek lines that we’ve seen in
the Exfeel are incorporated in the Infinite. In
contrast to most designs, the molded grip is
wrapped in a  mm thick skin of carbon. This
grip is slightly higher in profile than what we’re
used to in most company’s designs. The carbon
layer is there to limit the amount of shock and
vibration felt. The idea was spawned from a
building in Asia that withstood a fairly large
earthquake without breakage of the glass panels
that were it’s outer shell. The glass was spared, in
part, because of a carbon buffer to minimize
vibration transference. If it could stand that kind
of trial, it would surely be a good addition to the
bow.
At closer inspection the ideas of designer and
president of Win & Win, Kyung Rae Park, are
evident. The pressure point from the archer’s

a r c h e r y
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Equipment Review

I can sum up the shooting experience with W&W’s
Infinite riser and Synergy limbs in one word—
WOW!

Continued from the Previous Page

hand is placed upward closer to the center of the bow with the help of the
grip’s placement and profile. While drawing, the bow sticks itself firmly into
the throat of your hand near the bottom of the index finger’s lowest knuckle. Not lower in your palm along the lifeline like most factory risers.
It took a few attempts and some practice to get it right, but once I
stopped trying to hold it like “Old Faithful“
and figured out that I could place my hand
high into the grip and let it relax, it felt great
and the stability gaining by having a smaller
point of pressure more central to the riser is
evident.
The arrow is also moved toward center
by a lower placement of the cushion
plunger/rest position. The distance from rest
to the pivot point in the grip is 13⁄8 inches,
which is a lot less than on most bows. The
concept is simple; the closer the pivot point
and arrow are to center of the bow, the less
torque and movement will affect them. Even
the forward stabilizer-mounting hole was
raised bringing it toward this ‘central’ theme of this ˝ riser.
At first, I was concerned about having a molded grip—after all, who
doesn’t want to sand, file, and Bondo their equipment until it feels just
right? The grip was designed to position your hand in its anatomically correct position. That is, with your knuckles roughly  degrees to the horizon
keeping them on an even plane with the wrist and the back of your hand
ensuring the most strength and stability from your hand to wrist relationship. Personally, I find no need to change it.
The earlier grip has been upgraded with an added bit of material for
those with larger hands who have voiced concern about their bow hand riding too far above the shelf (As did mine until I changed the approach to the
grip as stated) and the carbon is now complete with a matte finish giving it
a hint of texture for those sweaty palm days.
New to the design is a carbon clicker extension and carbon around and
under the limb bolts so any surface where friction may occur is well isolated. An array of new colors adds even more beauty to the elegant lines of the
design.

S

Smooth feeling is a function of the riser, but the bow is simply not complete
without the addition of the Synergy limbs. Available in short, medium, and
long versions giving you ˝, ˝, and ˝ bows with ˝ risers, they fit all
standard limb pockets.
Take a moment to watch
and listen to one of these
bows being shot and you can’t
miss just how quiet it is. The
limb tips stop almost instantly
upon recovery minimizing any latent vibrations. The limbs were intended
to be fast, stable, and smooth and Win & Win has met all three criteria. A
Continued on Page 20
a r c h e r y
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NEW A/C NAVIGATOR
NEW A/C NAVIGATOR ™
Small-diameter, super high-end aluminum/carbon target arrow made
with traditional parallel construction. High-strength carbon fiber
over a precision-drawn aluminum core tube, and Authentic Easton
RIGHT
components make Navigator anPRICED
outstanding
performer
for outdoor target and FITA-style shooting.
Available in eight sizes: 1000, 880, 810, 710, 610, 540, 480, 430.

PRICED RIGHT
NEW A/C NAVIGATOR

EASTON NEW
TRUSPECS
A/C NAVIGATOR ™
NEW A/C NAVIGATOR

EASTON TRUSPECS
PRICED RIGHT
NEW A/C NAVIGATOR ™

Consistent straightness, extreme durability and pinpoint
accuracy—priced right for every competitive archer. Built on the
principal that money should never keep you from becoming
PRICEDtheRIGHT
bestPRICED
at what you
love.
RIGHT

EASTON
PRICED
RIGHTTRUSPECS
EASTON TRUSPECS
EASTON TRUSPECS
EASTON TRUSPECS
Easton TruSpecs—guaranteed consistency in Straightness, Weight
and Spine. You know your next arrow will fly like the last.
STRAIGHTNESS

WEIGHT

SPINE

± .002” (.004” T.I.R.).
Easton straightness
measurements are far
more stringent than the
industry standard—
making Easton arrows
the straightest in
the industry.

± 1.0 grains in a dozen.
Easton adheres to strict
weight tolerances in
every arrow we
manufacture for
consistent arrow
performance.

Arrows produced with
Easton’s advanced
technology and
manufacturing
processes deliver
uniform spine between
all arrow shafts of the
same size, and 360°
around each shaft.

See A/C Navigator
shaft and component
specifications online at
www.eastonarchery.com
or visit your local
archery dealer.

Continued from the Previous Page

wood core is complimented with layers of carbon and
titanium. Earl Hoyt once told me that he wished he
could find something synthetic that was near as good for
a limb core than good old wood, but he couldn’t. It’s
good to see Win & Win not trying to fix something
that’s not broken there. We’re all aware of the benefits of
having carbon in the limb with regard to arrow speed,
but titanium? Its lightweight strength is being used to
enhance the rest of the materials and aid their stability.
(Have I used the term ‘stability’ enough yet?)
Look close and you can see the arc design feature in
the belly of the limb. From just above the riser to just
before the recurve portion, there is a slight difference in
this limb. The normally flat profile has been replaced
with a touch of curvature, the face of the limb being concave and the back convex! Mr. Park explained that this
arc would flatten out slightly upon draw and snap back
to form upon release adding energy to the limb. This
shape would also add stability (There’s that word again.)
by reducing the effects of any torque. A happy side effect
is that the amount of string deflection upon release is
greatly diminished. They weren’t going for that, but no
one at Win & Win is complaining. What does this mean
for you, the shooter? I for one have not worn an armguard since switching to this set-up. If I might mention
stability for a minute . . . .
Without all of the technical data from other risers
and limbs, I’m going to avoid quoting numbers but I’ll
let you know that I’m now shooting two pounds less
draw weight than before at the same draw length and
using the same arrows, which I’ve tuned without adjusting the plunger pressure, just the nock and centershot.
I was fortunate enough to get my hands on various
sets of limbs from some of the most well known manufacturers (all ˝ and set at  lbs.) to compare to my
Synergys (6 sets in all). I know there are different recommendations regarding brace height for different limbs
and there may be variations as to whether the limbs are
cranked down or relaxed. That being said; using my
Infinite riser with all limbs adjusted to the same weight
and brace height (and using my Sky riser to test the
Conquest limbs) my arrow speeds ranged from  to
 fps. The Synergy limbs were the ones that produced
the  fps reading, coming in  fps faster than the next
set. They don’t just feel fast, they are fast. Speed is nice,
but not the only thing you should base your decision on
when considering a new bow. Now “stability,” that’s
something to consider.

The
Pro-POD
(Pocket Optional
Device)
The Pro-POD is a Lightweight
(3.2 oz) Folding Kickstand
It is Spring Loaded to
Stay on Your Bow or Stay Folded
It Works on Most
Bow-Stabilizer Combinations
The Pro-POD Easily Slips Into Your
Quiver or Pocket
Available in Black, Red, & Dark Blue

LP Archery Products
1808 Porter St SW, Wyoming, MI 49509
email LPArcheryProducts@msn.com
phone (616) 249-8685
fax (616) 249-3819
a r c h e r y
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Guy Gerig, a detective/forensic artist for the Suffolk County
Police Department, was a member of USAT from  to
. He’s competed competitively in the Olympic style/
recurve division since the end of the  competing on
many teams and winning numerous tittles and championships along the way. He is part owner of Proline Archery
Lanes in New York, .., www.ArcheryNY.com.
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Join the
NAA
Today!
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Weight Tolerance: ± 1.0 grains. Straightness ± .004” (.008” T.I.R.)

You can see W&W’s Infinite riser and Synergy limbs and all the accompaning technical info at www.win-archery.com or contact the distributor Jim
Park at www.GreaTreeusa.com or ... For sales in the New York
area, come by and see me at Proline Archery, www.ArcheryNY.com or
...

VECTOR ™
NEW from Easton, the
Vector—QUALITY lightweight
all-carbon target arrow.
Manufactured with Easton’s
unique “C2” Carbon
Composite technology, Vector
promises extraordinary performance for target and field
competitors. Vector is versatile, lightweight, stiff, durable
and consistently uniform.
Sizes: 1050, 920, 840, 770,
700, 640, 580, 530, 480.

See Vector shaft
and component
specifications online at
www.eastonarchery.com
or visit your local
archery dealer.

Alison Rhodius

Mental Skills

Goal Setting &
Goal Getting
In my last article for Archery Focus I discussed how
I gather information for a “baseline assessment” of
an archer’s needs for his/her mental approach to
archery and life. One way to do that is by using
archery-specific performance profiles (the ones that
look like target faces) to help visually illustrate perceived strengths and weaknesses. This tool feeds nicely into the technique of goal setting by helping to
identify and prioritise areas for training from the
perspectives of the coach, archer, and consultant. If
you’ve already been thinking about some sort of
baseline assessment or have asked yourself “Where
am I now?” and are now focusing on direction, this
is where this article is going. I will focus on the
mental training technique of goal setting, plus a little about the concept of “Goal Getting.”

A

Almost all archers set goals. Some realise it, some
don’t. I believe that almost all of you could use
this technique a lot more effectively than you do.
Many archers start goal
setting with great intentions. Others give up setting goals that help
because it becomes a chore
for them that doesn’t lead
to immediate success. Goal
setting is one of the most
important mental training techniques to master.
Goal setting can help in all the following ways:
1. Goals keep you focused on the tasks to be
completed. They direct your training. You always

know where you are and what you should be
doing if you have set daily goals.
2. Goals maintain your motivation. Sometimes when practice gets boring, or you’ve hurt
your fingers, or you’re tired, it’s easy to go home
early or stop what you’re doing. But the archer
who has set good daily goals realises the connection between all the hard work and commitment
and future performances.
3. Goals increase effort. If you set a goal that
is important to you, you are more likely to put in
lots of effort to achieve it. Setting goals pushes
you that little bit harder in striving to improve.
Nothing can replace hard work and goals keep
you working hard in both training and competition.
4. Goals increase your confidence. Although
I’ve left this one until last, for many archers help
with self-confidence is a high priority. Goal setting is a primary way to help build your confidence. This works because
you are achieving something each and every time
you go out to train or compete, thus giving you a feeling of satisfaction (if you
set a challenging goal) and
a boost to your own selfconfidence. It sounds simple, but it is incredibly
effective at helping someone feel better about
themselves and their shooting, but only if (and it
is a big if ) you set goals well each and every time

“Winning happens
when you’ve achieved
the goals you set out to
accomplish.”
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you train or compete.
In sport psychology we talk a lot about SMART goals, which is an
acronym for Specific, Measurable, Adjustable and Action-Based,
Realistic, Time-Based goals.
Specific This means that goals like ‘work harder,’ ‘do training’ need
to be replaced by goals that you can specifically focus on, such as a number of arrows you’re going to shoot in training and the quality aspects of
training, for example working on specific aspects of the draw or followthrough. Goals that are more specific will allow you to assess whether
you were successful in achieving that goal or not. Always ask yourself
“Did I achieve what I set out to do today?” If you don’t know the answer,
then your goals are not specific enough.
Measurable Some goals you set allow you to measure progress, for
example, how long you want to spend training. Goals which concentrate
on quality can be assessed by your own evaluation, such as your own 110 rating scale. Monitoring progress like this will help you and your
coach to assess how the whole programme is going and, again, give you
a feeling of competence and satisfaction that will feed into increased selfconfidence.
Adjustable And Action-Based It is important to stay flexible and
understand that sometimes the time scale you have put on your goals is
not realistic, whilst at other times you may surpass them. What is crucial
is that you keep assessing progress, reflecting each day on your work,
writing down your thoughts and setting fresh goals on the basis of what
you’ve achieved.
Use the links between your long-term goals, medium-term goals,
weekly goals and daily goals. Once you have established what you want
to achieve long-term, then look to your medium (monthly and seasonally), weekly and daily goals as the “stepping stones” that will help you
reach those longer term targets. Many people have characterised goal setting as a series of steps you take towards long-term goals like this:

A/C/C is produced to a precise straightness tolerance of ± .003” (.006” T.I.R.), with a dozen-bundle weight tolerance of only ± 0.5 grains.

“You have no control over
winning in a competition.”

A/C/C ®
At field, 3D and target tournaments around the world,
Easton’s aluminum/carbon
technology is unsurpassed.
Consistent straightness,
extreme durability and pinpoint accuracy are the
assurances you get with the
all-season A/C/C.
Available in 15 sizes.

See A/C/C shaft
and component
specifications online at
www.eastonarchery.com
or visit your local
archery dealer.

However, after working with many archers (and
other athletes) on this technique, I have come to the conclusion that achieving goals looks more like this:
LongTerm
goal

NOW

This line indicates achievement of a long-term goal;
please bear in mind that you may have several long-term
goals. This diagram simply illustrates that achievements
don’t always occur in a nice series of steps. Sometimes
your performance will not be at the level of where you
want it to be, especially if you are changing form, but if
you keep persevering in your quest, you can get there.
The idea of having action-based goals is to make sure
you take action towards the goals—don’t just set a goal
and then sit back and wait for it to happen.
Realistic If the goals are too easy then the challenge
can go, too hard and you may not succeed and may
become disappointed. The whole idea is that every step
you take towards your long-term goals is positive and
achievable, and when you achieve each daily or weekly
goal you feel proud of yourself, you are achieving something challenging every day! You will see the improvements in the way you feel about yourself and in your
physical and mental achievements. As you continue to
set goals you will find setting goals at a realistic level
becomes easier.
Time-Based Target dates for the goals help to push
you along and keep you going. This strategy could be
vital if you have problems keeping your concentration or
stamina going through a competition. Make sure that
the time you put on the goal is realistic. I find a useful
technique is to work backwards from your goal. So, if
your goal is to get a  FITA score by the end of the
outdoor season, you simply work backwards setting goals
that lead up to that time. For example, what do you need
to achieve to be on track for that goal one month before
your final timeline, two months before, three months
before, four months before, next month, by the end of
this week, today?
a r c h e r y
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Goal Getting
I stress the question “how” when I am talking to archers
about their goals. Even after they learn how to set
SMART goals, often their goals are strictly outcome-oriented, that is their goals focus on scores or positions at
tournaments. Score (or performance) goals can be great
goals to have if you set them at the right level. But, there
are two important reasons for not just setting your goals
with this focus. For one, it is difficult to set outcome-oriented goals for training. This may be one reason why
archers tend to set goals for competition and not for
training. Secondly, you have absolutely no control over
winning, i.e. where you place in a competition or who
you beat. This latter concept alarms some archers, but it
is helpful to consider this idea because this way of thinking can help take pressure away from the archer and
focus it on what you can control instead—yourself. If
you go back to my first article for Archery Focus (Vol. ,
No. ), I stated that sport psychology to me is about
teaching archers how to control the way that they think,
feel, and perform. One of the first elements when working with archers is to identify the factors that you can
control when you train and when you perform in competition.
One day, after presenting the technique of goal setting, an archer asked, “I want to win . . . is this okay?”. I
didn’t say, “Don’t have that goal, you have no control
over it.” If your motivation is to win in archery this is a
great goal to have. However, there’s much more to it than
that . . . what do you have to do to get there, that is how
will you achieve that win?
“I want to win” is a great goal for you to have

“Goal setting is one of
the most important
mental training
techniques to master.”
because it indicates you have a fire in your belly and a
desire to do well. If this were the only goal of an archer,
however, it can (and often is) a destructive way of thinking because it does not direct the archer towards how to
win, what to focus on, what to think about, how to feel,
and how to act because (for most archers) you have little
sense of control in this situation. If your goals also
include process goals, i.e., how to achieve outcomes, then
they will help achieve those outcomes.
You have no control over winning in a competition
because of your opponent(s). You may put up a personal
best score, but they may shoot even better than you.
f o c u s
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In summary, this article briefly reviewed the art of goal setting, working
out what you want to achieve. It also looked at how to achieve your goals
each and every day. In order to help your goals be even SMART-ER you
need to Evaluate and Reflect on your goals. My next article will cover these
topics and discuss reflective cycles.

Dr. Alison Rhodius is a Sport
Psychology Consultant specialising in
archery. Having been educated in Great
Britain in Psychology, Sport Science
and Sport Psychology she is now based
in San Francisco. She worked with the
British Senior, British Junior and
Scottish archery squads for several years
and still keeps close contact with members of the Great Britain team. She is on
the FITA approved expert list for Sport
Psychology. Now based in the U.S. she works with members of the
US archery team. Her focus is on performance enhancement through
development of various mental skills and “constructive” thinking and
behaving to enable archers to feel more in control of the way that they
think, feel and perform. Alison is also a core faculty member in the
Sport Psychology Department at JFK University in Orinda,
California, a consultant for BodyMax Acceleration in Dublin, CA
and has her own private practice based in San Francisco. She can be
contacted at SportPsych@archeryfocus.com.
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The articles I write in this magazine are intended to inform the archery community and demystify sport psychology and mental training for archers and
coaches at all levels of achievement. I am interested in your feedback. I can be
contacted at sportpsych@archeryfocus.com.

Each dozen is perfectly matched, weight sorted to within ± 0.5 grains, with a straightness tolerance of only ± .002” (.004” T.I.R.)

Does this mean that you are a failure? No, not at all, especially if you have
set a goal that focuses on you and your performance and then you have
achieved (and maybe exceeded) that goal. Winning happens when you’ve
achieved the goals you set out to accomplish.
If you have worked towards a goal and not quite achieved it, you
should still take some satisfaction from your achievements if you put in
100% effort. Those archers who work with me know that I am a firm
believer that in saying you want 110% from your archers (as a coach) is
nonsense. They cannot possibly give more than 100% effort. Remember,
every single time you achieve a daily goal you move one step nearer to your
intermediate and long-term goals. Everything you do now has a purpose;
train with a purpose and you’ll make progress quicker.

X10 ®
Easton X10—the most technologically advanced arrow on
the planet. The refined barreled design provides serious
target archers with the ultimate target arrow. X10 arrows
hold more current FITA world
records than all other arrows
combined. The X10 Pin Nock
and X10 Ballistic Tungsten
Point are superior hardware
for a superior arrow.

See X10 shaft
and component
specifications online at
www.eastonarchery.com
or visit your local
archery dealer.

by Tom Parrish

NAA Coach
Certifications
Coach Courses and Instructional Levels
Level 1 Basic Instructor—The Level 1 Basic
Instructor Course is a service course designed to
train and certify archery instructors for shortterm camp and youth instructional programs.
The course is an eight hour activity scheduled by
request to the National Alliance for the
Development of Archery (NADA). The minimum age for certification is fifteen* years and
NAA membership is not required. The course
sponsor sets the course fee and is responsible for
course materials, expenses and a $ honorarium for the instructor. Certification is valid for
three years. Re-certification requires proof of
activity and a $ fee, payable to NADA. Level 
certification is not required for enrollment in the
Level  course.

Level  certification for at least one year.† The
course is an intensive, five-day event scheduled
once or twice a year at one of the Olympic
Training Centers. Applications to take the course
are made available by the NAA office. Course
times and locations are published in NAA publications and the NAA website. Applicants should
direct their requests and any questions to the
Chair of the NAA Coaches Development
Committee (CDC). For U.S. citizens, a course
fee of $ covers all materials as well as room
and board at an Olympic Training Center. Level
 certification is valid for four () years and is a
prerequisite for enrollment in the Level  course.
Re-certification can be achieved by application to
the CDC with proof of activity within the past 
months and a $ fee, payable to the NAA.

Level 2 Archery Instructor—The Level 
Archery Instructor Course is designed to train
and certify instructors to teach group archery
classes, JOAD programs, and Level  Basic
Instructor courses. Participants must be NAA
members and eighteen* years of age or older. The
course is a  hour activity, scheduled by request
to NADA. The course sponsor sets the course fee
and is responsible for course materials, expenses
and a $ honorarium for the instructor.
Certification is valid for three years. Re-certification requires proof of activity and a $ fee,
payable to NADA.

Level 4 National Coach—The Level  National
Coach Course is designed for experienced coaches who want to extend their coaching activities
and skills to the National Team level. Participants
must be NAA members and must have held Level
 certification for at least two years. The course is
an intensive, six-day event scheduled annually at
an Olympic Training Center. Applications to
take the course are made available by the NAA
office. Course times and locations are published
in NAA publications and the NAA website.
Applicants should direct their requests and any
questions to the Chair of the NAA Coaches
Development Committee (CDC). For U.S. citizens, a course fee of $ covers all materials as
well as room and board at an Olympic Training
Center. Level  certification is valid for four
years. Re-certification can be achieved by application to the CDC with proof of activity within

1

NAA

2

3

Level 3 Archery Coach—The Level  Archery
Coach Course is designed to develop coaches to
teach and coach individuals as well as team
archers. Participants must be NAA members, at
least twenty-one* years of age and must have held
a r c h e r y
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the past  months and a $ fee, payable to the NAA. Level  certification
is required for participation in the National Team Coach Development
Program.

5

Coach Development Camps and Re-Certification Courses
Coach Development Camps and Re-Certification Courses are held periodically at the ARCO Olympic Training Center and are staffed by senior
members of the National Team Coach Development Program. The camps
and courses are two-day events organized by the Coaches Development
Committee to ensure that all NAA coaches are informed of developments
in archery and coaching principles as applied to elite archer training.
Applications to the camp/course are available through the NAA office.
Camp/Course times and locations are published in NAA publications and
the NAA website. Applicants should direct their requests and any questions
to the Chair of the NAA Coaches Development Committee (CDC). These
camps and courses can be used to re-certify Levels ,  and . The
camp/course fee of $ covers all materials and room and board at the
ARCO Olympic Training Center.

EASTON TRUSPECS

* The course may be taken during the calendar year of their th, th, and st
birthday, respectively.
† Under exceptional circumstances, the Coaches Development Committee
may consider application to the Level  course by individuals who do not
hold Level  certification, but who have extensive and verifiable experience in archery instruction or coaching that includes group teaching.
Contact Information
NADA
Doug Engh phone ..
e-mail NADAemail@aol.com
CDC
Tom Parrish phone ..
e-mail tombow12@hotmail.com
NAA
Catherine McCullough phone ..
e-mail aim4gold@usarchery.org
Website www.usarchery.org
a r c h e r y
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Level 5 Master Coach—Master Coaches are appointed by recommendations from the Coaches Development Committee with final approval by the
NAA Board of Governors. The appointment is an honorary position recognizing significant achievement and contributions in archery coaching.
Criteria may include past appointment as U.S. National, World Target, Pan
American Games, or Olympic Games team coach, and outstanding contributions to the NAA and the sport of archery through coaching, publication,
seminars, teaching and research.

A/C/E ®
A/C/E from Easton is one of
the lightest, most consistent
target arrows ever created.
Unidirectional carbon fibers
bonded to the precision-drawn,
high-strength aluminum core
provide an extremely accurate
and durable shaft. Easton’s
exclusive barrel-shape technology produces a lighter, stiffer
arrow. Authentic Easton
Components and our extremely tight TruSpecs, assure consistent arrow performance.

See A/C/E shaft
and component
specifications online at
www.eastonarchery.com
or visit your local
archery dealer.
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LAPEL PIN National Archery
Association pin in red, white,
and blue on gold
#SOU20, $3

®

NAA Corporate Sponsor

(719) 866-4180
(719) 866-4576
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NEW! NEW! NEW!
2002-2003
FITA RULE BOOK
The complete, updated Constitution
and Rules book from FITA has been
released in a convenient, 5X7, 3-ring
binder. The binder allows for future
changes to be slipped into place
without the purchase of an entire
new book. To preview this book, visit
the FITA web site-www.archery.org.
#PUB09, $20

TRAVELER JACKET
This sporty jacket packs into its own left
pocket for easy traveling and storage. It
is made of water repellant, 100% nylon
taffeta and has a 100% polyester half lining, vented back flap and hidden hood.
Generous fit,
sizes M, L, XL only.While quantities last!
#WAP178, $35

LD !
O
T
S
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▲▲

▲
▲

▲ ▲

FUNDAMENTALS OF RECURVE ARCHERY
This new book by Olympian Ruth Rowe offers complete
information on how to get started shooting a recurve bow.
It can be used by teachers/coaches/instructors as a reference on the details of shooting technique as well.
Fundamentals of Recurve Archery includes step-by-step
photographs illustrating all aspects of good form.
#PUB02, $15
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Ty Pelfrey

Make Your Own
TM
Portable Ethafoam Targets
The simplicity and affordability of the portable
range concept, utilizing Ethafoam™ target butts,
allows any archer to establish an ever changing
range on their property, club, or public use land
that allows archery. In a matter of minutes foam
sheets can be anchored into inexpensive steel or
wood stands and placed at various distances.
The Foam and Targets
Ethafoam™ comes in various dimensions and
densities. The material is apparently used for
museum displays and cushions inside packaging.
The material we have been using comes in a
white plank that measures ˝ x ˝ x ˝. The
density varies from  lb. to  lb. I have tried  lb.
with my recurve bow and found the material was
ineffective in stopping my arrows. The  lb. is
superb and I have a sheet that has withstood
daily practice for almost a year. The  lb. foam is
a little tough which makes it difficult to extract
arrows from. I recommend the  lb. foam.
Ring shank nails or sheetrock screws work
well to hold targets in place on the foam. I’ve
heard that golf tees work well also. A battery
operated drill helps when securing targets to the
foam if you are using screws. I’ve been gluing my
target faces to cardboard before securing the
cardboard to the foam and my targets are lasting
much longer. Move the target center around to
extend the life of your foam.
When one sheet becomes worn, place it
behind another worn sheet as the worn target still
retains arrow stopping ability. I use two long deck
screws to secure my foam together making a four
inch thick butt from two pieces of used foam.

a r c h e r y
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Special Feature

I was introduced to foam targets by fellow barebow
archer Mark Applegate nearly four years ago. “Take
a couple over there.” He said pointing down a steep
Sierra Nevada ravine. “Then put one on top of the
boulders next to the Ponderosa Pine.” The shots we
created with his portable practice range were sensational. Since that first introduction to lightweight
portable targets I’ve set-up challenging field ranges
using portable Ethafoam™ targets in the Sierra
Nevada, the Cascades, and the Nevada desert.

sharp ends

rope/wire/zip-ties
through holes drilled
in this end

12"

4'
-0

"

sharpen

Top Leg (1)
- side view

4"

sharpen

Bottom Leg (2) - side view
4'-6"
4"

Bottom Leg (2) - top view

The spike in the Top Leg gets shoved into the middle of the top edge of the
target foam. The two Bottom Leg spikes are shoved into the lower left and
right corners of the foam. The loose connection at the other ends of the legs
allows for adjusting the stand to uneven terrain.

The Stands
Inexpensive electrical conduit
works very well to make inexpensive and lightweight
stands. The material is easy to
bend, and a hole drilled in
each end makes the attachment of a six inch all-thread
bolt easy. Shove a ⁄˝ bolt into
the hole and spin a nut on the
top and one on the bottom to
secure the bolt to the tube,
and then grind a point on the
bolt (or don’t) and you are
ready to secure your foam to
the foam end of the tri-stand.
On the back end secure the
three tubes with baling wire,
rope, nylon cord, or plastic zip ties. Leave a little flexibility in the stand for easy adjustment when you place one
of these on a hillside, so it can “ease” into the terrain. You
can also use ˝x˝ wooden legs with long deck screws for
a frame, although these are a little heavier than tubular
steel conduit.
I experimented with PVC pipe for stand material,
but found it too light to support the energy of the arrows
upon target impact. The wind also blew the targets over.
For a semi permanent range you can drive two “Tposts” into the ground and use baling wire to secure the
foam between two posts. If you have your own range and

are the only one shooting on
your property you can place a
target on one side of the two
inch foam and a different target on the back side. You have
just doubled the size of your
range!
Portability
A nylon sling allows you to
hold three foam targets and
stands while you traverse the
terrain setting up your temporary target range. In a matter of minutes twelve to fourteen targets can be set out and
be ready to shoot. Be careful
carrying the sharpened bolts
and screws on the target stand poles. You don’t want to
fall and become a target! It’s a good idea to assemble your
targets and carry them out into the field. They are light
(they only weigh five to six pounds). A peg can be used
to anchor the back of the stand to a hillside, or simply
place the vertices of the stand legs around a small tree,
rock or bush.
I often shoot a range uphill, turn the targets as I pass
them, and shoot the range again as I come back down the
hill. If I want to practice my down hill shots I may set up
twelve targets, at various distances downhill, and take a
couple dozen arrows with me to shoot. This maximizes
my shooting time and gives me a good practice judging
distances and angles.
Target Sizes and Price
I’ve been cutting the ˝ foam into ˝ lengths, which
gives me three targets that are ˝ x ˝. A handsaw will
do the job. The cost of three targets, including stands, is
averaging me about $. Mark and I have twelve targets
that we have been shooting for a couple years. Some
pieces of foam are almost four years old!
A ˝ plank could also be cut into two ˝ sections
which then could be glued edge-to-edge to make a 
inch square target. The remaining ˝ x ˝ section could
be used to reinforce the back of the center of the target
(either as a single piece or cut in two to make two ˝ x
˝ blocks that can be cemented behind the target’s center. This would probably make an excellent JOAD target.
There are cements available or you can just heat the
edges with a propane torch until they are gooey and then
slide them together. The melted Ethafoam™ is a superb
adhesive, but the toxic fumes and flammability of the
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Ethafoam™ product are something to consider before
attempting this.
Durability and Weather
If the foam is wet, the weather foggy, or your arrows
damp they will pass through the foam. Don’t shoot
Ethafoam™ in wet conditions! Also, sunlight is tough
on the targets, too, so if you intend to leave them out all
of the time, attach cardboard to the front and back of the
foam to keep the sun off the material.
Thin carbon arrows shot from my  lb. draw
recurve penetrate the foam about six inches. Carbon
shafts shot from my Uncle Joe’s 70 lb. draw Hoyt ProTec
penetrate about eight inches. Friction is the reason the
arrows have difficulty exiting the foam. Once the arrows
are pulled, the holes close up rapidly.
Bales and Foam
Since adopting foam as my target of choice I don’t shoot
straw bales any longer. At one time I had thirty-six bales
on my property making up a twelve-target range.
Weather, rain, and shooting took their toll on the straw.
The work it took to load the straw, haul the bales, build
bale stands and then wrap the bales to protect them from
the elements was more work than needed for a range. I
then put foam on the front of my aging bales to stop
arrows. Finally I eliminated the straw bales and now I set
foam targets in ever changing shot angles on my property and on the local public land.
Foam Sources
Due to the expensive of shipping somewhat bulky
Ethafoam™ planks, you are going to want to find a local
supplier. Look in your telephone directory business pages
under the keywords of packaging and foam.
(Ethafoam™ is used primarily for packaging purposes.)
A search of the internet will find you distributors, also.
Search for Ethafoam under your city or state.

Ty Pelfrey is a middle school teacher in Northern California. He is twice a National
Barebow Champion and an avid hunter.
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Steve Ross

Tripping Tulare

Special Feature

My son Miles and our friend Doris SchoederSmith and I had some interesting and rather
astounding experiences attending the NAA Indoor
Nationals in the central valley farming community of Tulare, California. We thought you might
learn from our experience.

O

Our trip started like just another archery junket,
truck full of gear, suitcases packed, and thoughts
of national titles running through our heads. We
headed south on Hwy  and after an hour of
travel we thought dinner was in order. On the
outskirts of Stockton we were lured off the highway by an appealing billboard showing heaping
plates of spaghetti. Instead of spaghetti however,
what we found was a row of junkyards, transmission repair joints, and taco shacks. Doris was
quick to point out a glowing red neon sign in the
distance “Sun King.” Miles exclaimed “I can’t
believe it, the Sun King?” Yes, We somehow
stumbled upon the world
famous Sun King Chinese
restaurant. It had moved
from its prestigious location on Grant Street in
San Francisco, to the outskirts of Stockton to
relieve its overworked staff
of the huge crowds it was
attracting. It still had its
gold leaf sign, marble
façade, and attractive
fountains in the front.
We pulled into a
parking lot (turning down
the optional valet parking) and opened the trunk
of the truck. We immediately realized that his
was a mistake as we heard shouts of “Archers!”
coming from the taco truck parked across the
street. Immediately a small crowd gathered asking for autographs and tuning advice. Miles
quickly got into a heated discussion with a patron
of the taco truck about the merits of bare shaft

tuning. It seems the owner of the taco truck was
a paper-tuning advocate and I was worried they
might come to blows! To head off a fistfight I
asked the crowd to please calm down, “We are
just simple archers like yourselves, hungry from
our travel on the road, and have stopped to eat at
Sun King.” Evidently the words “Sun King” had
a calming effect on the crowd and we were
allowed to proceed to the front door. Stepping
inside we realized that getting seated for dinner
would be impossible. A crowd of - people
were waiting to be seated. I worked my way up to
the front and asked the receptionist how long the
wait is, “at least four hours,” he replied. I signaled
to Doris and Miles that we would have to leave
and squeezed back out the front door.
Patrons of the taco truck rushed over and
asked what the matter was. “It’s too busy”, I said,
“We can’t get seated for several hours”. “Several
hours!” bellowed the owner of the taco truck in a
booming voice. “Doesn’t
he realize who you are?
Where you are going?
This is an outrage!”
Before I knew it he
stormed inside Sun King
and demanded to speak
to the headwaiter. We
could hear the yelling
from outside in the parking lot. “You have hungry
archers waiting outside!
Don’t you realize this! If
you don’t serve them I’m
going to cancel my nightly standing order of BBQ beef!” He then left Sun
King and as he was heading back to his taco truck
he said, “Now they will serve you, just you see”.
Sure enough the headwaiter soon stuck his head
out of the door and proclaimed, “I’m sorry, please
come in, we have a wonderful special tonight”.
Needless to say we had a terrific dinner at Sun
King.

“The waiter, muttered
under his breath, left
our table and, moments
later, I could hear laughter emanating from the
kitchen. My son pulled
his ball cap over his face
and tried to slide under
the table.”
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After our meal, several of the staff approached Doris
and asked for details about her nocking point. She was
gracious as usual and even demonstrated her bow hand
position. The staff at Sun King said they just happen to
have a White Tail target round in the kitchen and would
be happy to clear the area of patrons if we wouldn’t mind
shooting a few arrows for them. Unfortunately, we had to
decline. “I’m sorry we need to get to Tulare and we want
to be fresh for the morning.” They understood and bid
us farewell as we climbed back in the truck and again
headed south to our rendezvous with the National
Indoor Championships.
At 10pm we arrived at the Best Western Motel in
Tulare. We checked in, and the manager asked us if we
are taking part in the archery tournament. I replied we
were and I was a little surprised by his next question,
“Would you like Ethafoam or Excelsior?” “Excuse me,
come again?” was all I could muster. Losing his patience
the manager said, “You are archers, correct? Shooting the
National Indoor, correct? I assume you will want to shoot
a little blank bale in your rooms before the tournament
begins. Our archery suites have two types of target butt
materials installed, Ethafoam or Excelsior bales. Which
would you prefer?”. I looked at my son and he said, “Of
course we want the Ethafoam, it will match what we will
be shooting at the tournament.” “Dad, you seem a little

slow on the draw,” he added rolling his eyes. The manager replied, “ I agree with your son, and I give him the
edge in shooting tomorrow, but you never know. I have
been surprised before.” Without further comment I
signed us in and we headed to our rooms. Just as the
manager stated Ethafoam target rounds were affixed to
one wall of our room.

T

The next morning we arrived at Tulare fairgrounds ready
for a full morning of shooting. I was a little surprised by
the size of the crowd—virtually every seat in the hall was
taken. It appeared that the entire population of Tulare
was in attendance. The motel manager’s prediction did
materialize as my son once again out shot me. He was
tied with another young archer for the top spot in his age
group.
After shooting we stopped in a local restaurant for
lunch. Our waiter approached our table and Doris asked
what the “Archer’s Specials” were for today. “Well, we
have a Scavotto Sandwich, a Button Burger and something
we call the Wilde One.” Doris said, “I shoot recurve so of
course I’ll have the Scavotto Sandwich.” Miles opted for
the Wilde One; it is a large cheeseburger with Idaho spuds
piled high on the side. I ordered a Scavotto Sandwich as
well but all I got was an icy stare from the waiter and a
Continued on Page 43
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Brian J. Luke
Part Three of a Series

Traditional Archery

From B oug h to B ow

Marrying Billets
shape. Draw these new lines to the best of your
ability exactly perpendicular to the overall curvature of the back. Sometimes the wood of the billet may be a little twisted near the splice as compared with the rest of the billet. You want your
splice perpendicular to the majority of the billet.
Also make sure that these new lines are exactly
Splicing Your Billets
For the splice I make a template as long as the bil- parallel with each other.
Once laid out, clamp your billet in a vice
let and 1⁄4 inches wide. I then draw and cut out
the shape of a “W“ that is 1⁄4 inches wide and 4 with the end grain up and the back facing you,
inches deep, leaving about 1⁄16 of an inch at all five but be sure you clamp it in a vice with soft jaws
points of the W. This is about the thickness of my to protect the back you’ve worked so hard to
saw blade. You will end up with two mating tem- obtain. Visualize the splice so you are certain
plates one with three points on the end and one what wood is being removed and what wood is to
with two points on the end. I usually use the tem- remain to make the two mating surfaces. This
plate with three points on the end for the lower will determine which side of the line you will be
sawing along.
limb of the bow, but it really does not matter.
I know this looks scary, but it is not as diffiLay the template on the back of the billet
cult as it looks and
that you have done
your joint does not
such a good job dishave to be perfect. It
covering, and trace
will eventually be covaround the shape.
ered under a handle
Make sure that the
wrap, but if you work
ends of your billets are
slowly and carefully
sawn off square to the
you will get a funcsides and perpendicutional splice.
lar to the back. You
Use a new or
want your splice to be
freshly sharpened saw
at the widest end of
and designate that saw
the billet. Now turn
for splicing billets.
your billet around and
The joint we are cutview it from the end
ting is called a double
grain and draw paralHere‘s what your splice will look like. On the left—the freshly cut
lel lines from each line billets, then glued up and roughed into shape, and the finished fishtail joint. It is the
strongest joint for
of your traced out splice which will be covered with a wrap before we are done.
If you were working with a full-length stave that is
great, you are now ready for the next step. However
if you have been working with a pair of billets I
must now take the time to explain the splicing of
our billets to create a full-length stave.
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splicing billets because it has 
inches of gluing surface. I use a
backsaw from an old Stanley
miter box that happens to have a
support ridge (the “back”) that
stops me at my four-inch depth.
Start your cut from the edge
grain and follow the slanted lines
of the W that you see on the
back. It is fairly easy to follow
the lines you have drawn, the
most common mistake is not
keeping the cuts parallel when
you start another cut. Use extra
care to ensure you are starting
the next cut parallel to the previous cut because it is difficult to correct if you make a mistake.

Close by you will also want to
have three or four “C” clamps
already adjusted to the approximate width of your billets.
Place the two glued halves
together and secure the join
with one or two of the “C”
clamps. I then like to clamp the
“stave to be” in a vice with the
back facing up. Tap on the end
of the billet that is not secured
by the vice to ensure the two
joints are bottomed out. Sight
down the two billets to make
sure they are in a straight line
with each other. If not, you can simply pull the one billet into line with the other and the clamps will hold it in
its proper place. You want the billets to be aligned with
each other both along their sides and along the back.
Some bowyers like to create a reflex in the handle at this
point, but they are harder to work with and I would not
try this on your first attempt. Now clamp on the remaining “C” clamps.
There will most likely be glue dripping from the
belly side of the billets. You can slow this down by placing a piece of paper or cardboard along the belly and securing it with some twine. This will
slow down the drying process so
you may want to remove the
paper or cardboard the next day.
I like to have my joints cure for
about three days before I put
any stress on them. However I
have shot a bow that was glued
up just  hours earlier, but we
have committed ourselves to
patience so we will be safe and
just wait the three days out.

O

Once you have cut the fishtail in both billets, test their
fit by placing them together without forcing them into
each other (see the photo on page 40). You will probably
need to do a little hand filing to get them to mate as well
as you can. To get into the small points at the bottom of
the joints you can use a knife blade wrapped with a piece
of sandpaper. I have also taken a stiff sanding disk from
an electric sander and cut the
disc in half and used the straight
side to hand sand the bottom of
the joint. Make the joint fit as
good as you can, but don’t worry
if it is not perfect. Remember
that the joint will be glued and
clamped together.
Use a good wood glue for
the joint. I have glued up joints
with Elmer’s Carpenter’s wood
glue with great success, but now
I use Titebond II because of its
water-resistant properties. The
only joint that ever loosened up
on me was glued up with a twopart epoxy that you can buy in
your local hardware store. Osage
is rather oily; perhaps the epoxy
did not adhere well to the oily
surface. You will need something
small and thin like a toothpick to
get the glue into all the surfaces
of the joint. Have a drop cloth
ready for this is rather messy!

Measuring Up
Three days have passed and we
now take off the clamps to
unveil the billets now transformed into a glorious new
form of a full-length stave! File
or scrape off the excess glue and
you can now draw the shape of
your bow to be.
Continued on the Next Page
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Measure the
length of your
stave and divide
that number by
two. Mark that spot
with pencil across the back
of your stave. We will call that line
the “zero line.” If you spliced two
billets
of
equal length, the
“zero line” will be in
the middle of the
splice. Your stave
should be two inches
longer than the nock-to-nock
dimension of your desired bow.
If the stave is longer than
desired, measure each way from
your “zero line” and saw off the
excess length.

W

We will now determine the
“center line” of our bow by
tying a string at one end of the
stave and stretching it tight
along the length of the stave,
securing it in place on the other
end. Adjust the tightly stretched
string so it best bisects the stave.
With a pencil, mark the place
where the string meets the stave
on each end and on the “zero
line”. You may also want to
a r c h e r y
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mark several other places along the
stave. Remove the string and with a
straight edge connect the dots with a
light marking of a pencil. This line will
be referred to as our “center line.”
From the “zero line” measure 6
inches each way and mark a line across
the back of the stave. This line marks
the place of the widest part of our bow
limb and also the beginning of the
fadeout. This line is sensibly called the
“fadeout line.” The fadeout is the place
on the working bow limb that starts
the gradual curving into the nonbending handle section (the riser). The
fadeout will continue towards the
“zero line” for a distance of 1⁄2 inches
until it reaches the end of the riser. So,
we also mark a line 1⁄2 inches in from our “fadeout line”
(or 1⁄2 inches each way from the “zero line”) and call this
mark our “riser line.” If you marked this correctly the distance from “riser line” to “riser line” will be  inches. And
the distance from “fadeout line” to “fadeout line” will be
 inches. These dimentions will be the same for any bow
length you are building.
There is only one other line
that you need to mark across the
back of your stave. The rest of
the marks are needed to draw the
outline of our bow and will be
measured from the “center line.”
The line we are marking now is
near the end of the bow limb at
the place where the width of the
bow starts to taper more dramatically toward the narrow bow
tips. We’ll call this line the “taper
line.”
The placement of the “taper
line” depends on the overall
length of our bow stave. If your
bow stave measures  inches
end to end, the “taper line” is
drawn across the back 1⁄2 inches
in from each end of the stave.
The dimentions for the other
length bow staves are as follows—a  inch stave have taper
lines 3⁄4 inches from each end,
 inch stave  inches,  inch
f o c u s

Test the fit! Hmmm, not bad!

stave 1⁄4 inches,  inch stave 1⁄2 inches,  inch stave 3⁄4 inches, and
a  inch stave will have the “taper lines” drawn across the back at 
inches in from each end of the stave.

I

I know all these numbers are driving you nuts, we will start chopping
soon, I promise. Patience, remember patience!
At each end of the stave measure from the centerline to give you
an overall width at the bow tip of 1⁄2 inch. At the “taper line” mark off
a place each way from the “center line” that will give you an overall
width of 7⁄8 of an inch. Remember to do this on each bow limb. Now
at the “fadeout line” measure each way from the “center line” that
will give you a width of 1 inch. I may vary these dimentions a bit
depending on the length of the bow or the material I am using. If I
Continued on the Next Page

Join the NFAA!

Once the splice is made all subsequent measurements must be
made relative to a “center line” carefuly sribed on the back of
your stave.

Enjoy these Exciting Benefits
National, Sectional, State and Club Tournaments
Certified Instructor Programs
Club and Pro Shop Insurance
Indoor/Outdoor Leagues
Professional Archery

Subscription to Archery Magazine included
Complete the application and join today!
Name
Address
City
State

Zip

Phone
One year Individual membership $45.00
Family membership $65.00
Junior membership (under 18) $35.00
Visa and MasterCard accepted
CC#
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Call Toll Free 800-811-2331
National Field Archery Association
31407 Outer I-10
Redlands, CA 92373
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After you have layed out all of the marks
on your stave, it is not a bad idea to go
back and check to make sure you got
everything in the right place.

were building a yew bow the “fadeout line” width would
be ⁄ inches, the “taper line” 1-inch, and a tip width of 5⁄8
of an inch. I also use these dimentions for a very long
osage bow of 74 or 76 inches nock to nock.
At the “riser line” I always mark from the “center
line” an overall width of 1 inch no matter how wide my
bow limbs are. If you were not using spliced billets you
could narrow that down to about 7⁄8 of an inch but that
would require the depth of the handle to be deeper than
normal to keep it from flexing. These narrow deep handle sections are hard to control while shooting, that is
why I like a 1-inch width on all my riser sections.
With a straight edge we can now connect the dots
and admire the shape of our “bow to be” as it is seen from
the back.
Next time—Roughing It!

Brian Luke is a
devoted husband and
father of three teenagers. He has worked
as a tool and die
maker since  and
has been a lover of the
bow since , when at the age of four he received his first bow and
arrow set (a fiberglass bow with the rubber tipped arrows). Brian
started building longbows in  and has since won seven National
Championships competing with in the NAA Traditional Longbow
Division. He has won four Outdoor Nationals and three Indoor
Nationals setting a record for the indoor FITA.

Rick McKinney’s Book

“The Simple Art of Winning“
Rick McKinney has won numerous competitions during his 30+
year career, including the ‘77, ‘83, and ‘85 World Championships.
He has put the essence of archery in this book with many photos
and illustrations. If you are frustrated, tired of chasing perfect
shooting form, or cannot break your old high score, you need to
read this book! US $24.95
The $24.95 fee includes postage within the United States. All international orders must
include an extra $5.00 shipping fee.

Archery Focus magazine
PMB 395, 664-A Freeman Lane, Grass Valley, CA 95949-9630, phone 800.671.1140 fax 530.477.8384
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Going Nationals (Continued from Page 37)

swift kick in the shin from my son from under the table. The waiter tried
to keep his composure as he explained, “Sir, I would like to remind you
that you are shooting compound at this tournament, unless you are planning to change styles.” A little flustered I replied “No, I wasn’t planning
to change styles.” The waiter continued, “Then I’m sure you remember
the model of the bow that Jeff Button shot in the World Field
Championships in .” Getting a little flustered I had to admit that I
somehow have forgotten this piece of archery trivia. Finally my son
chimed in, “Dad, Jeff Button shot a PSE XLR 900, Synergy 3 cams, red
in color. It’s the same bow you are shooting.” After an awkward silence I
replied, “You know the Button Burger sounds pretty good.” The waiter,
muttered under his breath, left our table and, moments later I could hear
laughter emanating from the kitchen. My son pulled his ball cap over his
face and tried to slide under the table.
Our second day of shooting went a little better for me. Miles made
a mental error however in the third end; he shot the wrong target. This
immediately put him nine points down on his opponent but to his credit he came back strongly and finished two points down. As we were
checking out of the Best Western the same manager that checked us in
was behind the desk. He looked at me and said, “I know things didn’t
quite go as well as you had hoped at the tournament. Perhaps you didn’t
make full use of the target butts in your room”. “Your are correct,” I
replied “and we also were not prepared for such a dedicated archery community as you have.” He eyed me suspiciously and told me that instead
of making excuses perhaps I should train more, and be better prepared
mentally. To this end he pulled a x card out from under the desk and
handed it to me. “This card should be carried in your quiver at all times.
Read it before each time you shoot be it practice or tournaments.” I took
his card stuffed it in my back pocket. Later on my son asked me about
the card and I read it to him.
Seven Rules to Maintain the
Proper Mental Focus for the Game of Archery*
1–Shoot like you love the sport all the time, instead of fearing a bad
score.
2–Shoot every shot without fear of missing.
3–Challenge yourself to make each shot to the best of your ability.
4–Try to be more decisive and less hesitant and distracted at the moment
of the shot.
5–Learn to accept bad shots and then move on. Do not give them extra
meaning.
6–Do your preshot routine instead of thinking about the circumstances
you are in or the consequences of your shot.
7–Before every tournament prepare yourself to live by the above rules.
*Courtesy of Darrin McCutcheon

Steve Ross is an avid target archer who, apparently, was born with
his tongue in his cheek.
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Mastering
the Mental Game with
Mental Management

®

Book $12.95
or
Book On
Tape $24.95

"Lanny does an outstanding job
of boiling down all the mental training
mumbo jumbo to a form anyone can
understand and benefit from. His book is
easy to read and understand and I
recommend it at all my seminars.“
—Jay Barrs
Olympic Gold Medalist - Archery

8 Audio
Cassettes
$100.00
or
6 CDs
$125.00

Lanny Bassham
Olympic Gold Medalist
World Champion.
Over 20 years
experience teaching
mental performance
to elite shooters.

1-800-879-5079
www.lannybassham.com

Archery Focus Back Issues
Back Issues of Archery Focus magazine are US$. each, which includes shipping and handling in the U.S. Call for international shipping
prices. Call ... or fax ... or write PMB , -A Freeman Lane, Grass Valley, CA . Supplies are limited.
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